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When making the enormous decision to move from one home to the next, many people don’t realize

With an estimated 40 million Americans moving homes last year and a comparable number expected

"Many people procrastinate when it comes to packing before a big move because the task can see

Norris says the best way to start packing is to free yourself of the things you don’t use by e

"Prune your belongings down to what is useful and adds meaning and value to your life," Norris

After pruning and before packing, assemble the proper packing tools: boxes, markers, newspaper
Norris offers some additional strategies for smart packing:

&#8226; Develop a move plan. Sketch a simple floor plan of the destination home and identify h

&#8226; Set a timeline. Schedule all the important dates, such as real estate transaction date

&#8226; Determine what goes first. The items used least frequently can be stowed during the sa

&#8226; Pack according to your destination rooms, not according to where things are kept in yo

&#8226; Use Glad ForceFlex trash bags, which stretch to handle overstuffing, to pack clothing,
&#8226; Keep essential packing supplies together and within reach: boxes, marking pen, bubble
&#8226; Do not load more than 50 pounds per box-doing so will make the box difficult to carry

&#8226; Assign a color to each level of your new home (e.g., red for upstairs, yellow for down

&#8226; Save room by using towels and blankets to pack fragile items. Glad bags can also be us
&#8226; Store medicines and other liquids in leak-proof containers, such as Glad food storage
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